FeuerwehrErlebnisweg
We are very pleased to see you!

Nice
to see
you!

Start your tour now and get to
experience and know new interesting
and fascinating facts about our fire
department:
What do we do?
What exactly happens when you
place an emergency call?
Which vehicles do we use?
… interested? You will not only learn
the answers to these questions but
also to many more on this tour.

Just follow the sign with the green arrow
like the one you can see on the right to the
next stop.
Have fun and enjoy the fire brigade
adventure trail!
Further information (for parents or other legal guardians):
One of our main tasks is fire safety education predominantly in pre- and elementary schools.

Due to the Covid 19 pandemic this is unfortunately not possible at the moment. Nevertheless we still want to make sure that
especially children get familiar with this very important topic. And this tour is the result!
The trip is about 2 km long and contains 10 stops that will inform you about various aspects regarding our fire department.
Via the QR code you also always can get all these informations online!
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The fire station:
Just ahead of you, you can see this big building with these large
green gates: Our fire station. It not only contains fire trucks and
various equipment but also offices, common rooms, classrooms and
of course also the locker rooms for our fire fighters. The tall, white
tower is also called “hose tower “. It is used in order to dry the fire
hoses after use.
Common room
Museum
Large Classroom

Hose tower

Workshop
Respiratory
protection
training facility

Small Classroom
Hose washing

Office space
(commander)
Workshop
(radio sets)

Operations
center
Locker rooms
Office space
Vehicle hall

Behind every green gate we park one of our
fire trucks. Vehicles that are used frequently
such as pumpers or the rotational ladder are
parked near the locker rooms.

Workshop
(respiratory
protection)
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This is us
We are a voluntary fire bridgade, all fire fighters are on
a voluntary base, as most firebrigades in Germany.
Being a voluntary fire fighter therefore is not our main
occupation and we do not earn money doing this. We
all have other professions, like teacher, roofer, mechanic
or plumber.
If there‘s an emergency we are informed via emergency beepers.
We then hurry as fast as possible to the station, get changed and
make us on our way to the accident scene.

I work as an electrical engineer and
have been a fire fighter for 20 years.
Now I am also responsible for our
young firefighters.
Richard, 36

„

I still go to school but in my
free time I join the training here
at the fire department as I want
to become a fire fighter one
day. The training really is a lot
of fun and I also already found
a bunch of new friends here.
Tizian, 17

„

Picture: Our active fire fighters (2017)

„

As a mother of two small children I am
very proud to set a good example to
them.
Theresa, 27

I am the commander here at the fire
department. As I work for the city
department, So I am always able to
leave, if we are called to an
emergency.
Markus, 41

„
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What do we do?
We actually have a grab bag of various tasks and duties
that we fullfill. Putting out fires may be the most
commonly known but it‘s not the only one:

Summed up our tasks are overall: Saving lifes,
extinguishing fires, recovering assets in danger but
also protecting people, animals, nature, …
So we do not only put out fires but a lot more.
Sources: Articles from local newspaper / Landsberger Tagblatt
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Fire is both friend and enemy
Fire can in many situations definetly be your friend and
also pretty helpful: A fireplace is warming, we can
prepare various types of food on a barbecue or have a
good time around a campfire …

Fire as your friend – fire as your enemy

Fire can also become really dangerous when not kept under control. It
can then cause serious injuries and destroy almost everything.
Then the fire brigade is called to the scene.
Do you know any further occassions or situations in which fire can be
your friend or your enemy?
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In case of fire!
Imagine: You just noticed that something has caught fire
and is burning. Like a waste paper bin.

Do you know what to do?
1. Keep calm!
2. Do not hide! In case give notice to others in the room,
leave the room on shortest way, and shut the door behind
you!
3. Attract attention and call for help. Inform and warn your
parents or any other adult.
4. Dial the emergeny number 112 if possible!
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The emergency call 112
If you have to place an emergency call dial the
emergency number 112.
Emergency call for fire and rescue
service, who I am speaking to?

This is how a call starts, when you call the emergency number.
You can easily remember the emergency number „112“:
„1 1 2 and helps comes to you“
„1 mouth, 1 nose, 2 eyes“
A dispatcher at the integrated control center will ask you where
you are and what has happened. He or she will do that in English
language, if you prefer. Answer calmly, and listen carefully on
what you should do!
Unfortunately many addults do not know the
emergency number. Therefore it is important, that
you memorise the 112!
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Extinguishing agents
So that fire can burn, it needs a flammable material
(i. e. wood or paper), Oxygen („air “) and sufficient
heat. If one component is taken away, fire is going
to extinguish.
So to extinguish a fire, we can remove the
flammable material, damp down the fire or remove
oxygen. Pending flammable material and conditions
we use different extinguishing agents.
We use Sand, CO2-gas or
foam to damp down a
fire, as it does not get
sufficient oxygen anymore.

We use water to chill
down a fire, so that it
extinguihes.

FIRE

Flammable material

In certain cases we remove the flammable material: Like we
pull out vehicles from garages next to burning ones. Or for
instance in case of a very large forest fire we cut an aisle in
the forest to stop the fire front.
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Where does the fire water come from?
We can extinguish most fires with water. Question is,
where does the fire water come from?
With our pumpers we bring in total 11.600 liters of fire
water to the emergency scene.
We use approximately 240 liters of water per minute per
jet pipe, which roughly corresponds to a bath tube full of
water! If we used just one jet pipe, the water in our
pumpers would last for about 48 minutes.
For sure you have seen pillar hydrants.
They are red colored and typically easy to
be seen. We can connect our hoses and
supply the pumpers with water.
There are also underground hydrants, for example
in streets or sidewalks. You can detect them by the
oval lid and the inscription „Hydrant“. In this case
we need to put a standpipe into the hydrant,
which we connect our hoses to then.
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Our most important vehicles!
Overall we have 11 vehicles available plus a boat and a
road safety trailer. Some of them we would like to
introduce to you:
Typically our commander or commander in chief
moves out with the command vehicle as the very
first. So they can get an impression at the scene
of emergency and instruct next teams coming in.

We use our emergency rescue and fire fighting
vehicle for fires und technical rescue, for instance
car accidents. We call it shortly „HLF“, for
Hilfeleistungslöschgruppenfahrzeug.
Our medium sized pumper is staffed with nine
firefighters. Mainly we serve fires with this
vehicle.
Our large sized pumper is staffed with three
firefighters. It carries 5.000 liters of water plus
500 liters of foam agent. With the water cannon
on the roof we can spray water or foam as far as
100 meters.
With or rotational ladder we can access
higher buildings and save people with the
rescue case.
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Our junior firefighters
In order to become a fire fighter you
have to get trained. You will learn for
example how to provide first aid, help
people in danger or how to roll out the
hoses.

Hi there!
I‘m Richard and I‘m responsible for our
junior firefighters. I‘m definitely
looking forward to seeing you soon!

At the age of 14 you can join us and become a
junior firefighter. In the following two years you
will then learn how to use certain equipment
and get experienced in many fields of action.
The training is structured in different modules.
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We are happy, that you were here!

Good
Bye

We hope you had lot´s of fun along
our fire walk and you learned exciting
topics about our fire brigade!
For sure you know the emergency
number or?
What should you do in case of fire?

Now you may enjoy the fire brigade playground and let off
steam. See the fire engine, just try how to drive it!
We hope, we may welcome you soon in our fire station!

Your Landsberg Voluntary Fire Brigade
Hello,
Is this the emergency call?
There is a fire back there!
Please come quickly!
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Years
1861 - 2021
For 160 years we have proudly served the community of
Landsberg! We, that is voluntary firefighters of all genders.
Whereas our tasks have changed our spirit remained:

